New advances in the understanding and diagnoses of neonatal lung diseases

Professor Wang of the department of pathology and laboratory medicine and Professor Shi of the department of surgery at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles and the Keck School of Medicine of the University of Southern California have been investigating paediatric pulmonary disorders. Their research on alveolar capillary dysplasia with misalignment of pulmonary veins (ACD/MPV). ACD/MPV is a rare but fatal lung disease that affects neonatal infants (infants in their first 28 days of life). ACD/MPV is an interstitial lung disease which affects blood vessels and surrounding pulmonary tissue, and is characterised by decreased capillary density, poor capillary-alveolar apposition, pulmonary septal thickening, and presence of misaligned pulmonary veins within bronchiovascular bundles, which cause breathing difficulties. There has been an excess of 200 reports of ACD/MPV since it was discovered in 1981. Most cases of ACD/MPV are sporadic (not familial) and arise from a gene mutation) but approximately 10% of cases are heritable.

Typical vs Atypical ACD/MPV
ACD/MPV can be divided into two groups depending on the presentation of the disease: typical and atypical. Typical presentation will display symptoms such as progressive hypoxemic respiratory failure (a lack of oxygen in the blood that gets worse over time) and severe refractory pulmonary hypertension (abnormally high blood pressure in the arteries that carry blood to the lungs, which is unresponsive to treatment). Atypical presentations show symptoms within the first few hours of birth and do not survive beyond 28 days. Atypical presentation demonstrates a slower onset of symptoms (24+ hours, post birth) and/or survival beyond the neonatal period, which opens up avenues of potentially lifesaving treatments such as lung transplantation. Mutations of the FOXF1 gene have been identified in ~60% of patients suffering with ACD/MPV. However, presence of the FOXF1 mutation has been shown not to be a reliable indicator of typical or atypical cases, and pathologic features may be more useful for diagnosis and prognosis of typical/atypical ACD/MPV.

Classic vs Non-Classic Morphologic Features

In a recent study, Professor Larry Wang and Professor Wei Shi at the University of Southern California took a closer look at ACD/MPV. They divided ACD/MPV cases into ‘classic’ (characterised by normal lung tissue which lacks of healthy capillaries within the lungs) or ‘non-classic’ (healthy capillaries present between diseased tissue). In their research, ten cases were ‘classic’, Classic cases showed underdeveloped lung lobules and abnormal blood vessel arrangement within the lung. The remaining six cases had a range of results. All cases had a mixed distribution of healthy-appearing lung tissue and abnormal lung tissue. Among them, one case had 50% normal lung tissue, whilst still displaying extensively abnormal pulmonary veins in 50% of the lung. This participant survived the longest (24 days), implying perhaps unsurprisingly, that the larger amount of healthy lung tissue the participant had, the longer they survived.
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The research of Larry Wang and Wei Shi helps to improve infant morbidity and mortality associated with paediatric pulmonary disorders.
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Personal Response

What is next for your research?

Based on our previous findings, we are going to move our research projects forward to better understand the molecular and cellular mechanisms of these congenital lung disorders using state-of-the-art technologies. In addition, we aim to translate our findings into clinical application to improve diagnosis and prognosis, and hopefully discover new treatment options for these pediatric patients suffering congenital lung disorders.

Wang and Shi have unveiled abnormal cellular development features that may contribute to the development of congenital pulmonary airway malformation.

Living atypical patients from typical patients and increases the chance of appropriate treatment and improved prognosis for atypical ACD/MPV patients. Furthermore, the result from this study indicates that delayed onset of symptoms and longer survival can be associated with atypical ACD/MPV and that atypical ACD/MPV should always be considered/suspected when sudden onset of severe pulmonary hypertension presents.

Types 1 and 2 are the most common types of CPAM. Many small cysts (<2cm in diameter) present in type 2 CPAM, whilst type 1 presents with larger cysts (>2cm diameter).

The mechanisms of disease development in CPAM remain enigmatic and no genetic factors have been identified associated with the development of CPAM. Incomplete understanding of the mechanisms of CPAM pathology are due in part to a lack of animal models that mimic the cellular environment and changes within the human lung when affected by CPAM.

FURTHERING THE LITERATURE ON CPAM

To help remedy this, Professors Wang and Shi have unveiled abnormal cellular development features that may contribute to the development of CPAM, such as the distinctive morphological changes that exist in the smooth muscle cells that line the airway. These cells are highly significant in the healthy development of fetal lungs. Smooth muscle around the bronchioles in healthy lungs are thick and have gaps between the bands. However, the researchers found that the smooth muscle layers around the airways of CPAM sufferers were significantly thinner and more frail. Additionally, the concentration of cilia (helpful hair-like structures that exist in the airways to keep the airways free of particulate matter) in the cystic cells were also seen to be significantly reduced. Furthermore, expression of elastin, a protein that is key in maintaining the extracellular matrix (the cells of matrix crucial to providing structural support to the cell) was drastically reduced in type 2 CPAM lungs compared to healthy lungs.

Infant mortality is a difficult topic that most would perhaps rather not contemplate. However, Professors Wang and Shi have taken up the mantle in furthering the literature on these under-researched pulmonary diseases, driving forwards progress to help improve infant/children morbidity and mortality associated with ACD/MPV and CPAM.

In other research, Professors Wang and Shi have examined another lung condition that affects infants and young children: Congenital Pulmonary Airway Malformation (CPAM). CPAM is the most common congenital (present from birth) lesion (derived from the Latin ‘laesio’ for ‘injury’) found in the newborn lung. Approximately 25% of symptomatic patients will exhibit infection in the lungs and pneumothorax (the presence of air or gas in the cavity between the lungs and the chest wall, causing collapse of lung). However, 75% will be asymptomatic.

TYPES OF CPAM

Five different types of CPAM exists, depending on where the lesion is presumably originated. Type 0 is characterised as a lesion in the trachea (windpipe), type 1; a lesion in the bronchi/ proximal bronchia, type 2; a lesion in the distal bronchia, type 3 a lesion in the bronchiolar region and type 4; a lesion in the acini. To aid in understanding of the locales of these lesions, it is helpful to consider the human lungs as analogous of a tree, with the trachea being the trunk, the right bronchus branching off into the right lung and the left bronchus into the left lung.

In new-born infants. This research represents a crucial advancement in the understanding of a deadly and mysterious paediatric lung disease.
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